Bill Gates
Tuesday, October 26, 1999 11:17 PM
Steve Ballmer
FW: getting our consumer act together

From:
Sent:
To;
Subject:
FYI .

----Original Message--From: David Cole
Sent: Tuesday, October26, 1999 10:07 PM
To:
Bilt Gates
Cc:
Rick Belluzzo
Subject:
RE: getting our consumer act together
Since the lopics span several businesses, we should get together as a group and discuss. Who are you expecting to
drive such a meeting? Do you want to use a few hours of Think Week for that? I’d say a group discussion would be
important enough, but not a 1-1 at this time. Please let me know and I can tryto work it out with christu.
The job 1hat looks the most satisfyIng for me perso~atly m~ht not be the one that supporls the company strategy best, it
all depends on the business model oplimization. The satisfying job right now looks like the Windows Neptune job, where
we want to Duild Neptune as a service. That job gets more complete (and thus satisfying) if the MSN platform features
(Passport, malt, messenger, communities, calendar, search, and portal) are done as part of the Neptune effort so one
team can do this end-to-end. We could do portions of thet downlevel as well.
I don’t think my saying this is Neptune requires that it be done out of Jim’s group, although there are some advantages to
that. We could think out of the norm here and clo the end-to-end consumer winclows retease from Rick’s group so we
could get a cdtical mass of consumer stuff in one spot. (living room, home networking, webtv, etc) That is a lot different
than the serviceslmiddleware approach but t think it’s the dght path. The critical requirement of making that work is a
syno’d schedule with brianv since I am dependent on him to ship a Win2k product.
My Windows b,as is show=ng here of course. The service offering needs to be available on multiple devices too, so it’s
legitimate to say we need the kifler consumer services app which we cha~ge by the month to use. it does great things for
the PC, it reach all kinds of devices, it works on your home network even if you aren’t online. It’d be new territory for me
which means I don’t know if it’s satisfying or not.
David
.... Original Message---From:

Bill Ggt.~

Sent:
Te:

Tuesclay, O~:~ber 26, 1999 9:14 PN
David Cole

CO:
Subject:

RiCt~ E~luzzo
RE: getUng our consumer act

I would love to discuss this either 1:t or in a group sometime soon.
Unfortunately I arn heading out to New York tomorrow and then on Think Week nexl week. I would interrupt Think
Week if it was important to do so.
I want to solve this problem and make sum you personally feel like you have a great charter to move our consumer
act forward.
I am quite flexible about how we do this.
.... Orig~nat Message ....
From:
David Cole
Sent:
Tuesday, October 26, 1999 6:06 PM
To: Jim Allchin (Exchange); Bill Gates; Steve Ballmer; Rick Betluzzo
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Subject: RE: getting our consumer act together
It would be gr~at If we could get together soon and discuss.
There are a few other flavors of the options to think about, for example, one hvist on option A would be:
move all the back ends for email, calendaring, passport, and storage to Windows in addition Io what I
suggest in option A so we can get the integration we think is required. The premier online service would just
be Windows, we’d ship a downlevel version (mars) as it makes sense to get members and platform adoption.
We would offer access as an option. This model would further allow us to tune under one management
structure between the royalty and the service fee. MSN becomes content and ecommerce pmpedies in this
world.

----Orlglna~ r4essaoe---Frown:
Jim Alld’lln (EXchange)
Tuesday, Odr, ober 26, 1999 5:00 PH
Se~t:

To:
Subject:

David Cole; Bill Gates; Steve Ballmer; Rick Belluzzo
RE: getting our consumer act t~er

I havenl seen any mail on this topic from anyone other than david and myself.
Them are lhree components to David’s mail. I believe the first issue (how we treat Windows) is the
most important. I believe we need to think about this from a business side as well as technically since
the different between Option A and Option B laid out below come down to hew we want the company
run. Assuming we worked out how to avoid shipping overlapping DLLs and how we could avoid
confusing developers, etc. (all hard issues), then I think it comes down what Dusiness model you want to
optimize for. I have a lot of opinions on this, but I am not sure pulting them in mail is worth it.
Bill/Steve: What do you want to do? What is the time line to get together to resolve?
jim

---Original t4essa~je- ....

F~om:
ent:
To:
~x:
Subject:

Dawd Cole
Saturday, October 23r 1999 S:58
..’lira AIIch~n (Exchange); Bill Gates; 5~.eve Ballmer; R=ck Bettuzzo
David Cole
getting o~r consumer ac~ t~jet~er

I’ve tried to organize my theugl~ts a little more on how to get our consumer act together. This email
focuses on what I think are the 3 critical consumer areas which are most unhealthy today: Windows
as a service, the home network, and the living room. This Js written with "how to organize
ourselves" in mind.
Goals
¯ Make Windows relevant and exciting again in o~er to sustain leadership and the royalty
¯ Build a consumer service r~venue stresm
¯ Gain technical, industry, and business leadership in the home around the PC, service, living
room entertainment, and home networking thus creating new business opportunities for Microsoft
and partners,
Windows as a service ~’WinTone)
It’s assumed that making Windows just-work, getting leadership in digital media; and connecting it to
everything are fundamental and should he done by the Windows group. Turning Windows into a
service in order to increase it’s relevance to consumers is critical as well, but there is a fundamental
question apeut whetller we use that service oriented relevar~’,e to sustain the Windows royalty, or to
c~eate a new service based revenue stream. I believe that how we resolve that question dictates
how you lhink about the o~ganizational approach to do the work.
First, Windows as a ~ervice mean~ 4 categories of tl~ings to me
2
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¯
¯
¯

¯

Making all the things currently thought of as Windows service oriented. Help, getting automated
support, app compatibility lists, data extensions, access to applications and updating them,
updating components, etc.
Allow the user to make their Windows selectively part of the web. share files, access to data
from anywhere, roam a new class of applications, put a refleclion of the desktop on the Web so
function and data can be accessed from anywhere, single logon, any device.
Add new service backed features needed to make Windows more relevant to the consumer.
Activity centers for digital media and other common tasks, wo~k at home, games, etc. Built in
communications for email, instant messagP, s, finding buddies, and more. Unified local desktop
with web portal, unified local and web search.
tntemet Access. Certainly Windows as a service needs access to the intemet. If the primary
goal is a new service revenue stream, then access needs to be an integral part of the service. If
the goal is Windows royalty, then I would say that access is not pad of the service, for the
consumer it’s like buying hardware to run Windows. This warrant further disCussion of course, as
logic would dictate that for ~ntegration purposes and the billing relationship, that access mllsl I:~
part of Windows as a service. The dream is that Windows as a service will have the kind of enduser demand that Windows itself has enjoyed so we can choose not to deal the cost and
complexity of wodd wide access, similar to how we’ve chosen not to get into the PC hardware
business.

Since this is ultimately about organization, I should list the existing efforts/components that
cont~bute to Windows as a service.
¯ Windows Update. keep Windows up-to-date and healthy.
¯ MegaSupport. web based support intended to create the fee~lback loop needed to make
Windows just work and dramatically ddve down support costs, gp fault, han0s, other errors are
automalically uploaded and looked into.
¯ Living Windows. This is the notion of having help files, tips/tricks, data extensions, app
compatibility lists, and other parts of the system today be web based s~ we can improve the
experience over time.
¯ Windows reflection. Have your desktop available on the web, along with the shared files, data,
settings, and apps you want to roam.
Application hosting. (app catalog) This is getting your apps as services from the web. Could be
remote execution of a Windows app, ESD of a Windows app, online purchase, web services, or
a new web style Windows application. We include 3rd party apps in this and charge them a
royalty.
¯ Digital media aclivity centers for photos, music, video, games
¯ Passport for single togon.
¯ Notmail (or a ~eplacement), Jump, Inslant messenger for communications/collaboration.
¯ MSN communities. (perhaps this and the windows reflection are the same)
¯ Integrated portal and search; local and wet) based lhings are accesses and launched the same.
¯ Other Content and vedical propedies. (activity centers are a specific class of a verlical property)
One principle worth calling out is that integration of the client and services is crucial to the
experience. Certain some mature services can have clean interfaces which a client can access
(pop3, imap, dav), but the bast experience and maximum monetization come form client/services
integration. Th=s is the only way for example that Mars can succeed, it’s the only way activity centers
will succeed. Operational excellence can be centralized of course, as can well established web
platform services like passport will be someday, billing, and ad sales and exchange for example.
Windows Service Execution Options
I see 2 basic options (with vadous flavors) to execute on this. The 2 options are generated based on
how you prioritize the goals of using this service to sustain the Windows royalty, or create a new
service revenue stream.
Option A) optimize for Windows relevancy/excitement in order to sustain lhe royalty. To me this
means building the service as part of Windows.
- The Windows team would own and ddve the services for Windows Update, MegaSupport, Living
Windows, Windows reflection, application hosting, activity centers. The windows team would also do
the end-to-end Ut for mail, instant messages, shadng, unified pedal (desktop) and searching. They
would utilize the service backend for mail (hotmail), calendar (jump), messenger, search, and
3
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passport instead of reinventing those. The way web sites/apps plug into the UI is the job of the
Windows team.
- CCG continues to do the back ends for email, instant messages, calendar, passport, storage. They
would also do a downlevel client (Mars) to deliver these services. They would continue to offer
access.
This is basically the plan we are on today with Neptune. What is really different? a) t have assumed
some unification of access, portal, communications, and the Mars client on the CCG side. b)
Windows team owns the end-to-end service for activity centers and the new desktop,
borrowing;leveraging content from MSN as required, c) the service that comes with Windows is
Windows. certainly MSN branding will be there as content and some services are done with MSN.
What is good about this: For starters we can balance adding features to windows to maintain the
royalty value proposition, (with some minor service revenue to break even on service operations),
and go for a new service stream via MSN.
What bad about this: Ongoing negotiations between the divisions on what is Windows, what is MSN.
Whet would the MSN client looks like on a new version of windows? Also, the Windows service is
really for new versions of windows in this model, our competitors are selling across all versions of
windows, we don~ achieve the client/services integration 1hat we think is needed on an ongoing
basis.
Option B) Optimize for a sustainable consumer service revenue stream To me this would mean
building almost everything I have talked about as a application, middleware, and service layer on
Windows
- Windows would continue to do the basic Windows shell, but they woul~l not enhance with a new
web based UI or app presentation model. Classic IE would be in the Windows team too, Windows
Update, MegaSupport, and Living Windows would be done in the Windows group as well.
- CCG (or a new group) would do the end-to-end user experience and services for windows
reflection, application hosting, activity centers, email (hotmail), calendaring (jump), =nstant
messages, shadng, unified portal (desktop) and searching, Think of this as super Mars, but the UI
would totally invade Windows in even/way and not be some isolated client. Access is included with
this, although like Mats using anybody’s access for evaluation purposes is ok. t would ieave vertical
properties like money central, expedia as separate content entities that are easily accessed and
integrated into this app, but not managed by a central group.
This client/middlewarelservice layer would be available on all versions of 32bit Windows,
What is good about this? Could achieve total client/services integration. Combo of this app and
Windows would be Windows as a service. The Ul and services could be repurposed for all kinds of
devices, and distributed in the home network, projecting UI to viewpads or whatever, perhaps the
functionality could be delivered faster like this instead as part of Windows,
What is bad ab~ul this: Windows runs the risk of stagnating. Dependencies will conlinue as say the
photo activity center needs windows to do a good job on camera integration and device ddvers. The
platform that ISVs/web sites will to might not be Windows.
I admit that either one of these approaches would provide for exciting jobs. Turning CCG into an
organization that could deliver on this would not be a fun job, it would need to be funded with an "A"
group of people from around the company and just displace people who are not on board.
Home networking
I have less to say about this, but we do need some consolidation of efforts to make better progress
than we are to<lay.
The 2 big infrastructure pieces should continue to be funded by the related technology groups,
UPNP out of )awad’s group, and SODK
out of osh’s group in paulma area,
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Everything else should be unified into a single group to get critical mass, the consolidation would
include:
- the home networking effort in CWD; focused on user experience for PC-PC networking, interfacing
with UPNP devices, ~esidential gateway strategy, etc. Home network marketing is also in CWD
today.
- Mike Paul/Suzew group. They are doing r~ome automation plumbing, the MS life app (whatever
that realty is), helping with Millennium network Ul, and doing whitegoods evangelism. They bring to
the table the thinkJng on monitoring, security, xl0, etc.
They should primarily be considered a Windows technology team to deliver key technologies and Ul
into Windows raleases. Their secondary purpose is to get 3rd patties to build products that help tt~e
network vision we have.
As I said in email yesterday, have started a cross group effort to try and sort out our broader home
strategy. I am certain other aspects of the network will surface that we have to figure out, but having
a c~itical mass central group that is closely connected to the product team is super critical at this
point.
One other comment, if we believe option b above for the windows services offering is the one we
want, then the MS life app thing is just part of that. There should not be a separate group. If option
a is the one, then I would consolidate as above here.
Living Room
This is probably the biggest of all messes in my view. There is vast disagreement on whether to take
the PC centdc approach to things like xbox, a high end settop, or media platform /web luner like
triton (which you haven’t heard of yet), otto take a WinCEANebTC centrlc approach just yesterday,
jonde sent mail saying how we should change xbox to the WinCE diskfess model~ H~s approach is
valid, but it says leveraging the PC is bad which feels wrong. I can’t say I am confident enough in
my view to say he Is absolutely wrong, anyway
At this point, I would recommend letting the team continue running in parallel and cooperating. Xbox
to continue the focus on games, Web’l’V to focus on TV tuning, and let the Triton guys continue to
think about whether thero is a PC like platform play to have in the living room. The critical thing at
this point is to create a clear strategy around the AV network and the media formats we want 1o push.
These will be critical things to make progress on in the home strategy, and should be ddven by the
home networking group as they have been.
Other
We need to merge together Madner and Etdorado (Windows lite) in the windows team. these are
flavors of the windows p/atform in the end and should be managed as such.
I hope this email was somewhat understandable. I am happy to discuss in person. These are just
my initiat thoughts, there is of ceu~se lots of room for refinement. Moving quickly is paramount.
David
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